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Progress report for May 2022
1. Acts of work done.
 Started teaching the basic parts of computer to the primary kids.
 Me and Miss Pemba went for shopping some materials req uired in the CLC when she was here.
 Since Miss Pemba left for Europe, I deal with the English of the senior kids.
 Distributed the kids among different houses i.e. Red, Blue, Yellow and Green.
 Conducted spelling contest among the senior as well as the primary kids.
 Started teaching English to the Assistant trekking guides as well as the youngsters of the

village.
 Started teaching an English drama named ‘Drama on Tenses’ to the kids.
 Teaching cultural dance to the kids.
 Cleaning the classroom and toilet and watering the garden every Sat urday.
 Teaching the kids to make cards such as birthday cards , greeting cards etc.


Worked on the decoration of classroom.








What have been achieved?
Kids are learning English drama and various new English sentences.
Primary kids can now introduce the parts of the computer.
Maintaining sanitation around the CLC as well as Hile and Nigale area.
Kids can now prepare different cards.
As I conducted spelling contest kids are now known to many new English words.
Kids are gradually improving their English.

2.

3.

What are the next steps?








4.

Continue teaching English to the Seniors [trekking team].
Teaching the kids to make simple friendship’s bracelet.
Continue paper crafting.
Dealing with the drawing.
Continue teaching the drama.
Conducting a talent show along with Miss Pemba.
Teaching computer both practically and theoretically to the senior kids.
General remarks

Everything went very well this month. Me and Miss Pemba decided to conduct a spelling
contest but as she was not present here I conducted it and it really went very well. It made a positive
impact among the kids as they got a chance to be familiar with various new words. As I was told by
Sonam sir to start teaching English to the assistant trekking guides of the village, I started taking
their class for 1 hour every evening. For the next month we have a talent show to conduct. Me and
Miss Pemba will be working on it.
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